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Abstract: Recognition and simulation of actions performable on rigidly-Jointed
actors such as human bodies have been the subject of our research for some time. One
part of an ongoing effort towards a total human movement simulator is to develop a
system to perform the actions of American Sign Language (ASL). However, one of the
"channels" of ASL communication, the face, presents problems which are not well handled
by a rigid model.
An integrated system for an internal representation and simulation of the face is
presented, along with a proposed image analysis model.
Results from an implementation
of the internal model and simulation modules are presented, as well as comments on the
future of computer controlled recognition of facial actions.
We conclude with a discussion on extensions of the system, covering relations
between flexlble masses and rigid (Jointed) ones.
Applications of this theory into
constrained actions, such as across rigid nonmovlng sheets of bone (forehead, eyes) are
also discussed.

Introduction: Representation and simulation of
gross motions of the human body have been
investigated [1],[2],[3], modelling the body as
rigid segments, and controlling it with simulated
processors placed at each joint.
This concept has
been extended in a human movement recognizer
described by O'Rourke [11], which uses constraints
placed on the figure by the joint actions of the
interconnecting rigid limbs.
These techniques,
however, cannot be easily extended to modelling
non-rlgid masses.
The work pEeseuted here deals
with the problems involved in the manipulation of
such deformable objects.
The solution proposed
incorporates the actual causes (motivators) of the
actions, rather than Just simulation the resulting
actions directly.
The basic goal of this research is to devise
an efficient and accurate model of the human face,
and to develop or adapt a notational system to
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encode actions performable on the face. This
notation system should lend itself not only to
ease of reproduction, but should also be usable as
a human entry system, and he sufficiently rich and
well-deflned to make computer recognition (via
computer controlled camera) possible.
This research forms a part of a larger project
involving the recognition and simulation of
American Sign Language (Ameslan or ASL). As
described in Baker [4] and Baker and Padden [5],
ASL communication can be broken down into five
channels: (I) the hands and arms, (2) the head,
(3) the face, (4) the eyes. and (5) the total body
posture.
Our approaches to simulating the above
item~, with the exception of (4), are described in
Badler et. el.
[I].
We have discovered [I], [3] t h a t it is usually
mOre convenient t o maintain two separate notations
for body and action representation, and maintain a
~ranslatlon scheme between them. Actlon-based
notations are the lower level notation -- they are
more oriented towards the physical image of the
object, as in a camera image.
Structure-based
notations are of a higher level -- they are based
around the logical structure of the object, and
are more suited to object manipulations.
As such, the facial action recognition to
simulation system was divided into three logical
sections, a camera processor, an internal model
manipnlator, and a face simulator.
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a communicatlon-notation system.
This system was
designed to record the detailed motions and
actions o£ body language and movement in
interpersonal communlcatlon.
It has a large
vocabulary of (pictorial) symbols for many actions
and positions of the body and face, but lacks a
scheme for generalization of interactions between
facial gestures.

Input Image

I
I
Camera Processor

I
[High Level Representation]

The last system considered was the Facial
Action Coding System (FACS) [ 8 ] . Unlike the
previously described systems, FACS is not
graphically oriented.
Rather, it describes the
set of all possible basic actions performable on a
human face.
Some sample actions are Inner Brow
Raiser, Outer Brow Raiser, and Lid TiKhtener.
Each basic action (called an Action Unit, or AU)
is a minimal action in the sense that it cannot be
broken up into smaller actions.
AUs interact in
several different fashions to build up a full
facial expression.
The AUs are designed to be closely connected
with the anatomy of the face.
Each AU is caused
by a minimal number of muscle contractions or
relaxations.
This further strengthens its claim
to minimal actions since each AU is controlled by
either a single muscle or a small set of closely
related muscles.
The description of a facial expression using
FACS is vastly different from descriptions in any
of the previously considered systems.
The
notations of those systems are symbolic or
pictorial, and while this aids the human user by
providing a highly mnemonic symbology, it tends to
make computer storage of the notation difficult.
FACS, on the other hand, describes for each frame
(facial expression to be analyzed) a llst of the
names of AUs being performed.
This format is much
more suitable to computer usage, although it
increases the learning difficulty for human

I
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Fig.

I: The Basic System
(general outline).

Initially, all that is available is an input
from a computer controlled camera.
The Camera
Processor would manipulate this data, determining
which facial actions are being performed and
interpreting them in terms of the motion
representation notation.
This output (the motion
representation notation) is passed to the internal
Model Manipulator.
This module takes the motion
representation and prepares it for simulation by
converting it into the structures needed by the
simulator.
Finally, the last module, the
Simulator, uses this data to manipulate its model
of the face, producing suitable output.
Partitioning the processing in this fashion
results in two tle-polnts where the data has been
partially processed into a compact form -- both
before and after the Internal Model Manipulator.
Processing may be halted at either point, allowing
storage of the image for future use,
addltions/modiflcatlons, or transmissions to
distant sites for reconstruction.

notators.

FACS itself is not easily extensible to other
domains -- the definitions of the AUs are tied
intimately to the human face. However, the theory
hehlnd FACS, notating based on minimal performance
units (in turn based on anatomical structure), ca__nn
be applied to other domains.
Structure-based Representations: As previously
mentioned, there is a second level of internal
representation: that of the actual face.
It is at
this second level that the action representations
are interpreted and the simulation is performed.
The internal structure of the face's
representation must be well chosen, since the
quality of any images produced will rest on this
representation.
For ease and accuracy of
translation, the representation must also be
easily accessed from the facial action coding.
The three techniques considered below can all
be thought of as variations of a single
representation -- simulating the face by a
patchwork model.
They only vary in the complexity
of the techniques used to perform the facial
actions.

Action-based Notations: We examined several
action-based notation systems for applicability to
the problem.
Important features for such a system
include ease of (computer) adaptation,
completeness of the notation, and the system's
extenslbillty to more general problems.
Labanotatlon [I0] was examined first as it has
already been used in several human motion studies
[3], [2], and [7]. Labanotation is basically a
dance notation scheme, used to record basic human
motions.
However, there is little in the notation
for the recording of facial actions.
Another notation system is Sutton Notation
[14].
Sutton Notation is more pictorially based,
but still records actions as changes in body
position on a staff. However, unlike
Labanotatlon, Sutton Notation also has the
capability to notate facial expressions.
Sutton
also mentions a project concerning the computer
implementation of this notation.
Birdwhistell

The first of the models is the simple 2D
surface patch technique.
In this model, the head
is broken into small patches of "skin', as
suggested by [9]. A facial a c t i o n u n d e r this
system would consist of simple warping of a subset
of the set of skin patches:

[6] describes another scheme for
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the application of a force, or tension, to a
select portion o f the net. From here, the force
propagates outward, affecting more and more
distant sections of the model.
Since the tensions
are integral to the manipulation of the face,
theae networks are referred to as "Tension Nets".
Th___eeDesign of the System

where Skin-Patch-Number is an individual patch
identifier, Trans is the triple (dx dy dz) -- a 3D
translation, and Rot is the triple (rho theta phi)
-- the rotation the patch undergoes.

The Selected Structures: When we decided to
select a pair of representations, we first chose
the representation of the face, and then chose the
main representation which would work best with the
facial representation.
Since all of the motion
schemes could be used in some fashion for the
image analysis (with appropriate extensions where
necessary), it seemed to make sense to choose the
motion scheme which worked best with the most
accurate and usable facial representation.
Of the three examined facial structures, the
one which can yield the most usable representation
of the face is the method of tension nets.
This
is based primarily on the fact that it is a
"naturally" based system -- the "handles" on the
represented facial structures are exactly the same
as the motivators of facial actions -- the
muscles.
Any nuances of the face should naturally
fall out as a result of the simulation.
This, as
we later demonstrated, is indeed the case.
When comparing the various notatlon schemes to
the tension net representation for compatibility,
one notation stands out as the clear and obvious
choice -- FACS. The output of FACS is a llst of
currently performed Action Units.
Each AU
corresponds directly to one or a few muscle
contractions or relaxatlons~ precisely the input
the tension net scheme requires.
Thus,
FACS-tenslon nets offer the following features:

Parke [12] took a parametric approach to
defining the face and representing facial actions.
This was an early but impressive approach to
computer simulation of the human face, classifying
the face by a set of parameters defining size
attributes of the facial subsections.
Expresaiona
were coded as variationS of these parameters, and
animations were performed by interpolating along
the change in expression.
Using this technique,
to encode subtle interactions of the face or more
complex actions such as bulge creation would
require increasingly larger and larger sets of
parameters.
The system does handle Jaw motions
remarkably well; this is due to the data being
"bard--wlred" in -- any effects of an action such
as this must be previously known (such as the
effect of a widely open Jaw on certain cheek and
llp actions), so in this respect the system loses
some generality.
(It should be noted that we do
not currently handle jaw actions -- to process
these "naturally" is a very difficult problem.)
The last representation considered involves
the complete low-level simulation of the face.
It
is possible to simulate points on the skin,
muscles, and bone by a set of interconnected
3-dimenslonal networks of points, using arcs
between selected points to signify relations.
The outermost level or surface is the skin•
The skin can be viewed as a continuous
2-dimensional surface, warped and distorted around
an ovoid. To simulate the skin, points with
3-dlmenslonal coordinates are selected for the
surface. As in Farke's model, points are more
concentrated around the most detailed sections -the eyes and the mouth (most expressions use
mainly these portions of the face). Arcs connect
a point to all of its "close" neighbors -- that
is, any neighbors such that motion of the skin
point would affect the position of the neighboring
point.
At the innermost level there is the bone
structure.
This is fairly simple to implement -it is an inflexible surface at some distance below
the skin (ignoring the Jaw and its related
motions).
Between the bone and skin layers, and spanning
the space between them, are the muscles.
A muscle
is a group of points (muscle fibers) with an arc
stretching from each fiber-polnt to a point on the
underlying bone, and another stretching from the
fiber-point to one or more skin points.
It is necessary to keep various pieces of
relevant information on the arcs. As the
different sections vary in their elasticity
(resistance to change in position or arclength),
information such as length parameters and
elasticity information must be stored on the arc.
The basic action performable on the neLwork is

*

Any performable action can be simulated.
an action can be notated, the notation
yields a simulation•
The notation was
d e s i g n e d t o be a b l e t o h a n d l e a n y
c o m b i n a t i o n of actions.

If

Naturally based system• Analysis and
simulation of the face are baaed on the
actual structures of the face. Therefore,
any constraints or peculiarities of the real
face should appear within the system.
Close relation between the notations.
insures a simple translation between
notation schemes.

This

Close relation between the causes of the
actions and their simulation.
If a muscle
c a u s e s an a c t i o n , t h e n i n t h e s i m u l a t i o n ,
the simulated muscles will cause a similar
action.
I n d e p e n d e n c e o f FACS f r o m a n y p a r t i c u l a r
face.
The n o t a t i o n a l
s c h e m e was d e f i n e d t o
k e y on c h a n g e s i n f e a t u r e s when c o m p a r e d t o
the subject's
base (neutral)
face, a
well-defined item.
U n i q u e n e s s o f d e c o m p o s i t i o n i n FACS.
Since
each facial expression has a unique
representation.Ln
FACS, t h i s i n s u r e s
repraducability
of processing,
as well as
c r o s s . c h e c k i n g o f p r o c e s s i n g w i t h human
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pertaining to the elasticity (spring constant) of
the area between pl and p2. The basic action of
force application t o a point treats the face as a
network of springs, joined at the points. When a
force df is applied to a point p, the change in
location is computed by

Efficiency of representation.
Two very
compact notations signifying the action are
available -- the llst of AUs being
performed, and the status of the muscles of
the face.

d! = d~ / k
Extensibility of the theory.
The general
theory of simulating an object by the causes
of its changes can be extended to cover
other nonrigid objects under different
circumstances.
(See the section Unsolved
Problems.)

where k is the sum of the spring constants at the
point.
The simplest logical structure for organizing
f o r c e a p p l l c a t i o n s is the muscle fiber.
It
consists of a muscle point, to which the force
will be applied, a bone point, forming a solid
base for the contraction, and one or more skin
points, the head(s) of the fiber.
Each fiber
consists of the muscle point and the magnitude of
the force to apply at that point. A simple muscle
fiber is shown in figure 2.
From here, fibers are collected into muscles,
the ~ a s i c unit of which contractions are
performed.
So when a contraction is being
specified, each individual fiber has its distinct
force applied along it, all performed in parallel.
(This is further described in the section
Algorithms.)
The highest structure needed in the simulation
is that of the AU.
Since FACS defines AUs in
terms of muscles, each AU consists of of a list of
muscles and relative magnitudes.
(For example, an
AU pulling a muscle at half its maximal force
would have a magnitude of 0.5.) It should be noted
here that it is at this level of notation that
translation from FACS notation to lower-level
notation takes place -- a FACS action
specification is translated into a list of muscles
and forces, and from there to individual
polnt-force combinations.

The System's Subprocesses: The processing
performed by each segment can now be further
described.
The Camera Processor (not yet
implemented) would scan the input image for
•certain facial features.
From this list of
features, the list of AUs being performed can be
determined.
This is a nontrlvial but well defined
process, as AUs are not exclusionary in their
interactions.
AUs can combine to produce
secondary features, they may mask one another, or
the performance of one may exclude performance of
another.
Examples of these processes are
(respectively) certain sets of llp actions that
modify the cheek shape when performed together
(when the cheek would not be changed by the
separate actions); eyebrow raising in a fashion
that makes detection of certain eyelid actions
impossible; and "contradictory" actions such as
eyelid droop and eyelid open.
The AU Parser takes the list of AUs and their
interactions and looks up the muscle changes for
each one.
In certain cases, muscle actions have
to be combined to give an overall picture of the
muscle status of the face.
This llst of muscle changes is then passed to
the facial Simulator, which performs any necessary
tensing or relax/ng of muscles.
Since the status
of the face is saved between camera frames, only
actual changes in muscle actions are used as input
to this stage. This also insures that parallel
actions will be performed in parallel (at the same
camera frame), while sequential actions are
performed sequentially.
This is important, since
in many cases the effect of an AU depends on what
has been previously performed (the previous
structure) and on what is simultmneously being
performed (allowing for offsetting actions over
sections of the face).
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Fig. 2: Muscle Fiber
The Data Structures: We constructed the
representat/on of the face in a bottom-up fashion,
by starting at the lowest level ~a single location
on the skin), and building successively higher and
higher levels of interaction until sufficiently
high level constructs (much as the AU, the basic
manipulative unit of FACS) were obtained.
These
data structures and interactions are described in
more detail in Platt[13].
The simplest structure is the point, a 3D
location.
It represents a single coordinate
either on the skin, or as p a r t of the underlying
structure (muscle or bone) -- it is a tissue
location.
Arcs are used to connect points -- an
arc exists between two points pl and p2 iff
pl ad~ p2. Arcs contain information on the nature
of the matter between the two points -- basically,
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contract/nns
shown here are restricted
to those of
the upper face.
F i g u r e s 4 a , 4 b , and 4e a r e
different views of the neutral face. Muscles are
displayed .in 4 ~ and .4b; ~e .(and most of the rest
of the figures) have the m~scles omltted for
r e a s o n s of c l a r i t y .
The AUs defined and demonstrated below are:

Algorithms: In this section we shall describe
the basic techniques used to apply a simple muscl~
pull to the curren~ facial_structure.
The
algorithm for multiple simultaneous pulls is a
simple extension of this, and is also described.
The contraction algorithm is an iteratlve
simulation of what is really a continuous event.
When sufficient resolution is used for each pull,
this proves to b e a sufficient simulation.
When a simple fiber contracts, a force is
applie d to a muscle point in the direction of its
tall (bone point).
This force causes a
displacement of the muscle point; the amount o f
the displacement varies with the elasticity .of the
flesh at that point.
The force is then reflected
along all arcs adjacent to the point; these
reflected forces are then applied to their
corresponding adjacent points,
In this fashion, a
force is propagated out from the initiating point
across the face.
In actuality, we are dealing with sets of
points and forces at all times.
To slmulate ~
single muscle or a set of muscles contracting,, we
only consider the sets of all the fibers (and
their applied forces) from ALL the muscles
currently contracting.
As previously mentioned, a muscle consists of
a set of fibers and their appropriate
force-magnltudes.
To contract a muscle we apply a
force of the prescribed magnitude, along a unit
vector stretching from bone to skin of the fiber.
body, to the muscle (fiber) point itself.
In a
similar fashion, an A U c a n be decomposed into a
llst of muscles, each with an appropriately
calculated portion of the magnitude (partial.
contraction), to be further decomposed from
muscle-magnltudes into polnt-forces.

AU I|~ Inner brow raiser.
Raises the inner
brow~ by contraetlngthe inner fronrmlls
muscle.
The notatlon "RI" (figures 4c, 4d)
is interpreted as the,performance of AU 1
only on the right ~ d e .
AU 2: Outer brow raiser.
Raises the outer
brow by contraction of the,outer frontalls
muscle (figure .4g% 41). Without training
in .the performar~e of AU 2, many people
.will also contract,AU.4, as in figure 4j.
Imwers the inner brow by
AU ~: Brow Lewerer,
the contract.lon of-the corrlgator and
pyramidus nasl muscles, .It also may create
wrinkles at the root of the nose and/or
bulges running from mid- to inner- eyebrow.
These instances of feature creation are
demonstrated in figures 4m (neutral face)
and 4n (AU 4 contracted) i n the ~iclnlty of
the glabella.
AU.6: Cheek Raiser and Lid Compressor.
Raises
the cheek and narrows the eye opening by
contracting the outer portion of the
orbicularis ocularis. _Figure 4k shows a
one-aidedcontractlon (AU R6), performed on
the model's right side, Figure 41
demonstrates the combination 4+6, raising
the cheeks, lowering the brow, and causing
a buckling (creation of a fold) around the
inner portion of .the upper eye opening.

Animation: Applying a set of actions to a face
is not done with one single application of the
contraction a l g o r i t h m , Rather, to help. distribute
effects of simultaneous pulls over intermediate
areas of the face, the contractions are.dlvlded
into n contractlons each of force I/n, This is
analogous to Euler's method for solution of.
dlfferentlal equations -- smaller and s m a l l e r step
sizes yield results more and more interaction, at
a computational cost.
Animating a facial action is quite simple once
this iteration is considered.
The intermedlate
results are all valid expressio~complexe&, and,
as such, the~intermedlate results are d l s p l a y e d a s
separate frames.
Since partial contractlona..of
muscles are performable, temporally offset
animations are easily.speclflable by splltting.up
the AU's into the overlapping and non-ovarlappiu~
contractlon.times.
This also. means that
expressions can b e performed at different rates
even if occurring simultaneously.

AU 7:. Lid Tightener.
Pulls upper and lower
eyelids towaxds, the inner corner by
contracting the inner orhlcularls ocularls.
AS our model does not currently have
eyellds, the e~fects of this AU are minimal
and have not been demonstrated.
Camera Recognition: Currently, research is
being initiated to complete this system by
cm~stru£tingan, lmage analysis m o d u l e . We believe
that although diffieul~, t h l s m o d u l e is
realizable, as there are several constraints upon
the Cgeneral) image analysis p r o b l e m w h i c h we can
apply.
First, the fa¢e has a defined str~cture.
In lti~lly, we plan to deal w l t h a l l g n e d images
(actor.performlng actions faee.~forward into
camera;, predefined images~ etc,)., thus the general
features of the face w i l l a p p e a r in constrained
locations,..Interframe alignment and locatlon will
be simplified by this constraint.
In addition,
this further constrains the location of static
(eyes, etc.) and dynamic (wrinkles, mass motions)
features.
There exists a "base" or neutral image to
start with. Th/s is the expressionless actor, and
provides a b a s e against which_later images can be
compared for featur~-dlfferences.
Finally, the FACS features are predesignated:
we know where to look and what to look for. Once
features are f~und, the. tranalatlon to FACS is a

Results: A system was implemented using the
above structures to perform (animate) facial
actions on either a muscle or AU level. The
output of this program was fed into a displ&y
program, resulting in an image of the arc-llnes on
• the Vector General 3404 (a.vector-orlented graphlc
display device). .This image can be rotated about
the X-, Y- and Z-axes for further examination.
A
series of AU contractions were performed to
demonstrate the effects of various comblnatlons of
actions on the farehead r~gian of. the f~ce. , The
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(d) AU RI

profile

(g) AU R2
(e) no expression

(i) AU 2

~r) AU

(J) AU 2+4

(k) AU R6

4P 4P
(m) no expression, chin view

(h) AU 4

I

(n) AU 4, chin view
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although somewhat complex, process.

Spme Assorted Problems: Initially, several
problems appeared which we thought would have to
be handled by special case processing.
This was
later shown not to he the case, as all desired
results fell out naturally as a result of the
simulation,
This provided further evidence that
our system was similar enough to FACS and the
(real) face tm be confidently used for general
animation and simulation.
In the design and learning of FACS, some time
is spent on the different forms of AU
interactions.
The processing of alternating
(either of 2 AUs can be alternately scored),
parallel (addltlonal side effects due to several
closely related AUs), and nonlnteracting seemed
relatively easy, however, the problem of AU
masking was still left. An AU will mask anothen
AU when previous performance of the first AU makes
the performance of a second AU uudetecteble.
Essentially, the signs characterizing the second
AU are either present, or the skin conditions
present after the first AU is performed (bulges,
wrinkles, skin stretching, etc.) are such that any
additions of the second AU are undetectahle, A n
example of this is first smillng, then raising
one's cheeks, as opposed to just p e r f o r m l n g ~ h e
cheek raiser.
The cheek r~iser naturally pulls up
the corner of the mouth.
If a smile has already
been performed, the mouth corners are already
raised -- the the cheek raiser does not c a u s e an
additional raising.
This problem does u~t surface
in our model as a result of the way we process
skin elastlclties.
If one AU is sufficiently
strong, the skin will be stretched to the point
where any additional force will result in no
change -- ~ / k will approach zero as K becnmes very
large.
A second problem involved the creation of
bulges, furrows, and wrinkles in the skin,
These
three phenomena are basically caused by the same
state -- two forces press the points of the skin
towards each other, causing a buckling action.
Again, our model handles this well -- they will be
created if a point is pushed over another, paint.,
since the reflected force will apprnach.ze=o as
the angle of reflection (being Increased as the
point approaches) approaches a 90 degree angle.~

i
J
J
I

Fig. 5:

Improved Muscle

The additional Muscle points are used to define
the.flow of a c t i o n of the muscle, while the
intermediate Bone points can constrain the vector
actions of thelr related muscle points, thereby
forcing the muscle over a bone sheet.
Also, Jaw actions are not currently handled by
this system. It is believed that they are a clear
extension of the structures i n v o l v e ~ by treating
the bone as a "special case" of action, allowing
the muscle actions to pivot the bone around a set
of axes.
This action would, o f course, be
propagated through the bone to other connected
muscles, causing a. s t r e t c h i n g action along the
skin, and rendering other actions unperformable.
These two problems are combined when dealing
with cartilaginous areas, such as the nose.
Here,
muscles flow over and around the cartilage
segments; in addition, they can force the
cartilage to move, resulting in a seml-rlgld
actlon.
Actions of the cheeks, such as puffing and
+sucklng~ were also not handled.
To process these
actions would require a more complex model of the
face and~ head~ involving fluid (air) filled
chambera, the actions .of. the pressures within, and
the effects o f the bone/stretched akln upon the
shapea of .the ~hamhers •
Also not investigated were totally nonrigid
objects (the feelal actions rely on the underlying
bone
structure for a baae for the aetlons)~.
An
example of Ch~s within the face,is the tongue and
its rela~ed actions and. interactions with the llps
and .cheeks ,(.the contact problem)~ as well as pure
tongue moz~ons~. Another interesting example would
be a te~al heart slmula-tion, enebllng the testing
of varlous sceneries of defects/changes of the
s~ucture,~ and their effects om the performance.
This. would also involve actions ~f pressure
chambers • as the. b ~ o d retailed the various sections
o f t h e heart.

Unsolved Problems: At the current time, there
are several topics involvlng the areas ,this
research involves that are suggested_by,r~me~_wor~k,
but have ,not been approached.
First, the system is not ideal with respect t~
muscles following the flow of a bone sheet, such
as the area ~t the junctlan of an.eye socket and
the brow above it. The sudden change of direction
will constrain muscle actions in a manner not
handled well b y the model as currently implemented
-the flesh should flow over the bone, bu~ n o t
through it. At present, the bone is Just
represented as tle-polnts for the muscle fibers;
there is no concept of a solid mass to be dealt
with.
The simplest way to. code i ~ t h e a e
constraints would be to imcreaae.the complexity of
the muscle flher, encoding additional mon0cle
action constraints, changing the muscle fiber from
as represented in figure 3 to that of figure ~,

Conc.lusloD~: .We_have introduced a model of the
human face, ~-~ilizlng a theory which can be
extended to s~mulate and animate any nonrigid
object~ whose p e x f o r m ~ l e a~tions are classifiable
b y primitive, i n t e r a c t i n g unII.s of ~ t i o n .
A
s l m u l a ~ , fnr thls. has bee~ implemented~ and
over~la/d..with .I n o t ~ t ~
fnr aetlons of the face.
Sem~ .examples of the outpu~.fxom~ the system were
pzesentedv and possible extensions_ and other
appllcaEiene were suggested.
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